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Why not the whole Iguana? I have no disagreements wOl1h mentioning with

Pylysnyn s paper, but would like to explore two comments of his.
"There nave been grand theoreticians In psychology In tne past (e.g.,
Freud, James. Hulll who have sought

general prrnClples with very limited

success," Pylyshyn suggests. because they lacked "a powerfLI technical
tool to discipline and extend the power of the Imagination." And now for the
ilrst time we have Ihe 1001 that mlgnt permit uS to express ana test at least
sketches of unified cognilive theorres 01 whole creatures. the sort of theorres
to wnlch Freud et al asprred. Moreover, as Pylyshyn observes. the users of
that tool have come to a consensus of sorts that theorres of the whOle creature
are wnat IS needed:
"The recurrence of major problems of organization ana representation of
knowledge, and the organization and dlstrrbutlon of responsibility or control
have produced the growing conviction among cognitive sCientists
rnat Intelligence IS not to De naa Oy putting together language aOII,tles.

sensory abilities. visual al:.llities. memory. motivation. and reasoning (as the
chapters of typical psychology textbooKS suggest) but by bringing a large
base of knowledge to bear In a disciplined wav In all cognitive tasks'
Very true. but then why have cognitive SCientists perSisted In attempting to
model sub-subsystems With artifiCially walled-off boundaries (not Just language understanders. but nursery-story-only understanders. for Instance)?
Why are they not tryl ng to mOdel whole cognitive creatures? Because a
model of a whole human being would be too big to handle. people know too
much about too many tOPICS. have too manv Interests. capaCities. modalities
of percePtion and action. One has to restrict oneself to a·toy" problem In a
particular domain In order to keep the model "small" enough to be deSigned
and tested at a reasonable cost In time and money But faced With the conclUSions quoted above. why not Obtain one s SimpliCity and scaling down by
attemotlng to model a whole cognitive creature of much less sophistication
than a human being? Why not try to do a wnole starfish. for Instance? It has
no eyes or ears. only rudimentary pattern-diSCrimination capacities. few
mOdes of action. few needs or Intellectual accomplishments. That could be a
warm-up exerCise for something a bit more challenging: a turtle. perhaps. Or
a mole A tuelle must organize ItS world knowledge. such as It IS. so that It can
keep life and 11mb together by making real time deCISions based on that
knowledge. so while a turtle-Simulation would not need a natural language
parser. for Instance. It would neea Just the sorts of effiCient organization and
fleXibility of control distribution you have to proVide In the representation of
world knowledge behind a natural language parsing system of a Simulated
human agent such as SHRDLU.
Perhaps there are good reasons for not pursuing suCh prPJects. I suspect
that one of the real reasons SUCh prOjects are not pursued IS that

In

order to

deSign a computer simulation Of a turtle you would have to learn all about
turtles. and who wants to go to all that trouble. when you already know
enough about yourself and your friends (you thinkl to have all the performance data you need for the human mlnHasK of your chOice? Moreover. only
people wno also knew a great deal about turtles would be knowledgeable
enough to be Impressed by your results
ConSidering the abstractness of the problems properly addressed In A I
lOennet!. 19781. one can put thiS attitude In a better !ignr one does not want
to get bogged down With technical proplems In modeling the cognitive eccentriCities of turtles If the pOint of the exerCise IS to uncover very general
very abstract prrnClples that Will apPlY as well to the cognitive organlza!lon Of

the most sophisticated human beings. So why not then make up a whole
cognitive creature. a Martian three-wneeled Iguana. say. and an environmental niche for It to cope With? I think such a prolect COuld teach uS a great
deal about the deep prrnci pies of human cognitive psychology. but" It could
not. I am qUite sure that most of the current A I. modeling of familiar numan
mini-tasks could not either
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